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Adding 3D Mouse Support to Unreal 

Introduction 

This tutorial assumes that you have all completed the 2D mouse tutorial and you 
have it completely working. 

Add Function to Complete 3D Pick 

Before you start this you need to research what ‘3D Mouse Picking’ is and 

how it works.  You’ll cover it in detail in Interactive 3D Graphics Programming – 
but until then it would be good for you to have a rough idea. 
 
The function that will convert our 2D screen position into a 3D pick is: 
 
 

function MouseWorldLocation(out vector hitLoc, out Actor hitAct) 

{ 

 local vector hitNorm, tStart, tEnd; 

 local vector mouseDirection; 

 

 mouseDirection = myInteraction.ScreenToWorld( ScreenV,             

                          CalcViewLocation, CalcViewRotation ); 

 

 mouseDirection = Normal(mouseDirection); 

 

 tStart = CalcViewLocation; 

 tEnd = tStart + mouseDirection * 8000; 

 hitAct = Trace(hitLoc, hitNorm, tEnd, tStart, true); 

}  

 
 
This fires a ray from the camera position (in 3D World space) in the direction of 
our cursor (which we have also translated into 3D World space).  We actually 
specify a start and end position and see what the ray intersects between these 
two points. 
 
The Trace function returns the first actor this ray has intersected. 
 
We can use our MouseWorldLocation function like so: 

 
 

local vector hitLoc; 

local actor hitAct; 

MouseWorldLocation(hitLoc, hitAct); 

 

 
At the moment we have a slight problem – the only way to convert our screen co-
ordinates (where the cursor is in screen space) to world co-ordinates is using a 
function called ScreenToWorld() 
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If you look through the source code you’ll find the only place where the 
ScreenToWorld function exists is in the Interaction class. 

 
You can read more about interaction classes on the Unreal Developer 

Network: 
http://udn.epicgames.com/Two/InteractionReference 
 

As described on the UDN, Interaction classes are created in a specific way – 
through an ‘Interaction Master’.  If we wanted some of the additional 

functionality we could get with the Interaction class then we would subclass it and 
add our own code.  However, because I am only interested in the 
ScreenToWorld function I’m going to use the Engine.Interaction class as 

it stands.   
 
Firstly we’ll need some variables: 
 
 

var Interaction myInteraction; 

var bool bHasInteraction; 

 

 
The code you’ll need to add is: 
 
 

function EnterStartState() 

{ 

    ClientMessage("Entering StartState"); 

    Super.EnterStartState(); 

    if ((Viewport(Player) != None) && (!bHasInteraction)) 

    { 

        myInteraction = Player.InteractionMaster.AddInteraction(         

                           "Engine.Interaction", Player); 

  if ( myInteraction != None ) 

  { 

   bHasInteraction = True; 

   ClientMessage("Adding myInteraction"); 

  } 

  else 

  { 

   ClientMessage("Failed to add myInteraction"); 

  }   

    } 

} 

 

 
The EnterStartState() function executes when we’re first placed in the 

world (similar to the Create event in GameMaker). 

If we have been successful then myInteraction variable should contain a 

reference to an interaction class. 
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Note: ClientMessage is a useful function.  It will display information to the 

console during the game – just pass in a string.  You may need to bring the 

console up to detect if this is has worked. 
 
It is now up to you as to how you will use this 3D pick in your total conversion.   
 
I have decided to alter the PlayerMove function – so that instead of displaying 

the 2D screen co-ordinates it displays the tag of the picked actor: hitAct.Tag 

 
 

textString = ""$hitAct.Tag;  

ExampleHud(MyHud).SetDisplayText( textString ); 

 

 
In order to test this code, it may help to put some actors in your scene to pick 
against. 
 
Start up UnrealEd and open your level. 

 
Place the Pawn�UnrealPawn�XPawn down somewhere in your level.  When 

you start your TC the xPawn will try to run around and shoot you - but shouldn’t 

be too much of a problem and we’re only going to need him for a few minutes.  
Actually, if you left in the DetourWeight and BotDesirability functions in 

the ExamplePickup class – you’ll probably find the xPawn runs around 

collecting all your clues ☺ 
 
Compile and save your level then run your TC.  Switch to your mouse mode and 
see if the 3D picking is working. 
 
When the cursor is over the Geometry you should see LevelInfo displayed 

and when it is over the xPawn you should see xPawn. 

 
Now try it against other 
objects in the world.  The 
problem you’ll find is that 
you won’t be able to pick 
against your CluePickups   

The problem is with the 
default collision settings for 
the pickups.  They are set 
up not to pick against a 
Trace function call. 
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In order to fix this we need to go into our CluePickup and alter its collision 

settings.  It’s a simple case of adding / changing some values in the 
defaultproperties. 

 
You’ll need to refer to the UDN for some help on this: 
 

http://udn.epicgames.com/Two/ActorFunctions#Trace 
 
Specifically have a read through the description after bTraceActors.  If you try 

all the suggestions, eventually you’ll find the setting you’ll need to alter. 
 
If everything is working successfully you should be able to pick objects in both 2D 
and 3D.  It’s now up to you have you use this functionality to create your final 
mod. 

Whats next? 

This code forms the basis for a number of systems.  Some suggestions include: 

• You may want to be able to pick up clues by actually selecting them 

• You may wish to highlight objects in the scene 

• You may wish to use objects from your inventory with objects in the scene 

• For example you could combine the magnifying glass with picking – so 
that some objects are only visible / pickable when in the magnifying glass 
mode.   

• If you really wanted to you could use the magnifying glass as the cursor – 
this would require some thought though. 

 
 
 


